This paper presents a novel and bio-inspired algorithm for distributed division of labour in swarms of artificial agents (e.g., autonomous underwater vehicles). The algorithm is inspired by division of labour via local interactions in social insects. The algorithm is successfully implemented in virtual agents and simulated robot swarms and demonstrates a high adaptivity in response to changes in the workforce and task demands in the swarm level as well as a high specialization to tasks in the agents level.
Introduction
In the field of swarm intelligence and collective robotics, social insects are promising sources of inspiration due to their capabilities in self-organization and and self-regulation in the colonies. Division of labour is one of the prominent characteristics of social insects such as honey bees (Seeley (1982) ; Huang and Robinson (1992) ) and ants (Hölldobler and Wilson (2008) ; Julian and Cahan (1999) ). The insect colonies maintain plasticity that adapts the division of labour to the status of the colony and, in parallel, also to environmental situations, e.g. to the number of workers or taskdemands. The flexibility and quick response to the changes in the status of the colony and environment in one hand and specialization of workers for the tasks in the other hand are interesting properties of the methods driving behaviour in the colonies.
Several models have been proposed to explain the mechanisms of division of labour in social insects, e.g. foragingfor-work (Tofts (1993) ), response-threshold reinforcement (Bonabeau et al. (1997) ; Theraulaz et al. (1998) ), and common-stomach models (Karsai and Schmickl (2011) ) (for a good review of such models see Beshers and Fewell (2001) ). These models have been also used as inspiration for distributed algorithms in application areas such as swarm robotics. For example, in Gross et al. (2008) and Labella et al. (2006) , models of ants-foraging behaviour have been implemented for maintaining division of labour in a group of robots performing an object retrieval task or response-threshold reinforcement model (Bonabeau et al. (1997) ; Theraulaz et al. (1998) ) that is inspired by wasps is applied for swarms of robots (e.g. in White and Helferty (2005) ; Yang et al. (2009) ), or in Schmickl et al. (2007) a trophallaxis-inspired strategy which is inspired by food exchange of honeybees and ants is applied to a simulated robot swarm.
In this paper, we are interested in a mechanism of division of labour that is inspired by behaviours of honey bees Robinson (1992, 1999) ). A honey bee undertakes different tasks during its life-time in a process of behavioural development. In earlier weeks of its adult life, a honey bee performs nursing, then it performs other tasks inside the hive, and only in its final weeks it leaves the hive for foraging (Johnson (2010) ). This behavioural development can be delayed, accelerated, or even reversed in response to changes in colony or environmental conditions. Social inhibition is proposed (Huang and Robinson (1992) ) as a conceptual method for maintaining this adaptive behaviour of the colony. In this method, tasks are considered in an ordered sequence. The behavioural development of an individual that determines when the worker switches to the neighbouring task in the sequence is regulated via local interactions with other individuals.
In this paper, a distributed algorithm of division of labour based on local communication is inspired by social inhibition. The algorithm considers the spatiality of the taskregions that restrict the possible local interactions between the individuals as it is more realistic regarding many application areas and also the biological system. For example, in a honey bee colony, the workers of the tasks which are early in the sequence stay inside the hive while the workers of the tasks later in the sequence work outside the hive. The very early workers do not have much contact with the out-of-thehive workers. In other words, the interactions are restricted to some extent to the individuals of the tasks which are next to each other in the sequence.
Despite the biological source of inspiration of the proposed algorithm, we aim for applications in swarm robotics. In particular, where there is a spatial clustering of the robots based on their tasks that limits the local communications ECAL -General Track to the robots of the same or neighbouring tasks. The proposed algorithm is simple and easy-to-implement. It is implemented in swarms of virtual agents as well as swarms of simulated robots that perform several tasks. The behaviour of the swarm in response to the changes in the number of agents in each task and the task-demands are investigated representing adaptability that is achieved by the algorithm.
Social Inhibition
In honey bee colonies, division of labour is mainly based on the age of the workers. This mechanism is called temporal polyethism. In temporal polyethism, there is a correlation between the age of the workers and the tasks they perform; e.g. older workers perform tasks outside of the hive and younger workers perform tasks within the hive (Wilson (1971) ; Robinson (1992) ). The behavioural development of the bees is associated with their physiological development such that the physiological age of a bee indicates the main task that it performs (Winston (1987) ; Beshers et al. (1999) ).
As it is shown in different studies (e.g. Huang and Robinson (1996) ), honey bee colonies are flexible to changes in age distribution of the colony and task demands. For example, in a colony of young honey bees, the age in which a bee starts foraging (an outside task) is lower than in a normal colony. It means the behavioural development in such colony is accelerated. On the other hand, presence of older bees delays or inhibits the development of physiological age of other bees in the colony. Another example is the behaviour of the colonies when the hive workers are removed. In this case, the development of physiological age decreases and inverts resulting in transformation of out-of-hive workers into inside-the-hive workers. Huang and Robinson (1992) proposed that worker-worker interactions drive mechanisms of hormonal regulation in bees resulting in a social inhibition that explains temporal polyethism and adaptability of the colony to different age distributions. The concept is then used in other researches toward developing models of social inhibition, e.g., Beshers (2001) ; Naug and Gadagkar (1999); Gadagkar (2001) . In this work for some reasons Naug and Gadagkar (1999) ; Gadagkar (2001) are not used as a source of inspiration.
Previously Suggested Algorithm: Evolution Maps
One of the models of social inhibition following Huang and Robinson (1992) is the model of evolution maps proposed by Beshers (2001) . In this model, a "map" which is a set of curves describing changes in the physiological age of the individual is introduced. A state variable x represents the physiological age of every individual. In addition to that, the individuals also contain an auxiliary variable y. In every time-step (day for bees), an individual has a number of interactions with others. y is a weighted average of x values of all the interacted individuals. The weights are set based on the task the individual is performing. Every curve of the "map" describes changes of x based on its current value and the value of y.
In the reported work (Beshers (2001) ) two tasks are implemented. A threshold is set to indicate which task is chosen by the individual based on its x value. The threshold is augmented with higher and lower margins providing more stability for the system. The curves are derived based on experimental data from real bees.
Although the model might be extendible to more tasks, global-range interactions (interactions between individuals irrespective to the task they are performing) would be a necessary condition for the stability of the model. The reason is that if the interactions are restricted, e.g. to the neighbouring tasks in the task-sequence, the y value is no longer an estimation of the x in the whole system and will have instantaneous changes when an individual switches between two tasks leading to endless back and forth switchings.
Apart from the complexity of generating a proper map, the global-range interaction is usually not the case in both insects and robotic tasks, since workers of different tasks are usually separated spatially and interactions are restricted to individuals of the same or neighbouring tasks.
New Proposed Algorithm
One of the properties that we are interested in them are the ability of the decentralized algorithm to divide the swarm into groups relative to the task-demands while the system is flexible to changes in the demands and workforce. In addition, the number of switchings between different tasks should be limited due to practical costs (e.g., a robot may need to spend some energy to change its working area in order to perform a different task). Therefore, specialization of the individuals is also of our interest.
In the proposed model, every individual contains a state variable x as its physiological age. This variable is restricted to a defined range of (x min , x max ). There is a number of tasks with their associated demands. The tasks are ordered in a sequence such that an individual can only switch to the previous or the next task in the sequence. An individual chooses a task based on its x and a set of defined thresholds that separate the tasks (see Figure 1) . The thresholds are used together with lower and upper margins. For an individual that is performing task i , in order to switch to task i+1 , its x value should exceed th i:i+1 + upper margin. For an individual that is performing task i , in order to switch to task i−1 , its x value should become lower than th i−1:i -lower margin. The lower and upper margins prevent the individuals from instant back and forth switches between two consecutive tasks due to noisy changes in x.
The main idea of the algorithm is to spread the x values of the whole swarm uniformly over the range of (x min , x max ). With such a uniform distribution of x throughout the swarm and setting the thresholds such that the range is split into segments relative to the task-demands, the required number Figure 1: x changes with small steps in a range of (min x , max x ). A task is assigned to the individual when its x variable passes the respective thresholds.
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Figure 2: An example uniform distribution of x and proper thresholds that split the range relative to the task-demands. In this example, eight agents are divided into three tasks. The relative demands for the three tasks are 25%,50%, and 25% respectively. of agents will be assigned to each task (see Figure 2) . Regulation of x values in the swarm occurs through local interactions between the individuals. Every individual contains two variables that keep track of its experience in the swarm. In an ideal case, these two variables stand for the closest higher and lower x values belonged to other individuals in the swarm. In practice, these variables have to be estimated during interactions. Let these variables be x low and x high . In the ideal case their variables are as follows:
The value of x is updated for each agent in the direction towards the average of its x low and x high , as follows:
where δ is step-size which is a constant parameter with a small value in terms of the size of segments for every task. In the current implementation X ∼ δ × U (0, 1).
Since there is no global information about the x values in the swarm, agents update their x low and x high values gradually during time and in every interaction with another agent.
Say agent i interacts with agent j. x low and x high are updated as follows:
x low and x high also slowly drift away from x in every time-step in order to be adaptable to changes in other agents' x values as well as the environment:
where ϕ is a value smaller than δ in Eq. 2. After every update of x, an individual considers switching to the previous or next tasks in the task sequence. For an individual with task i , new task is chosen as follows:
where th i−1:i and th i:i+1 represent the threshold values between task i−1 and task i , and task i and task i+1 respectively. l u and l b are the upper and lower margins for the thresholds.
The Algorithm The following actions are performed by any agent i in every time-step of running:
1. update x low and x high using Eq. 5.
if there is an interaction with agent j:
(a) update x low and x high using Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. (b) update x using Eq. 2. (c) update the assigned task using Eq. 6.
Experiments
A number of experiments are performed in order to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm, its adaptivity to changes, and specialization of the agents to the tasks.
In the first set of experiments a swarm of virtual agents is simulated and the interaction between the agents performing the same task or in the adjacent tasks occur based on defined probabilities. The sensitivity of the algorithm to the chosen values for the step-size δ is also investigated.
In the second experiment, a simulated swarm of moving agents (robots) is investigated and the interactions are based on the location of the agents in the arena in every time-step of the simulation.
Virtual swarm experiments
The algorithm is first tested in a number of virtual swarms of agents.
In all of the following experiments a sequence of five different tasks is considered. Every experiment is repeated for ECAL -General Track 25 independent runs. Every run is simulated for 50000 timesteps while each agent runs the proposed algorithm. Interactions are possible between the agents of the same task or neighbouring tasks. In every time-step of the simulation, 30 interactions are sampled from a uniform distribution over all the possible interactions. All the agents are initialized by x min for the state variable x. Experimental settings of the algorithm are represented in Table 1 .
Investigation of the algorithm with fixed settings
In the first experiment the demands for the five tasks are equal. The progress of the number of robots in each task over time is represented in Figure 3 (left) . Since the agents start with the same initial value for x (x min ), they all start with task1. By occurring interactions during time the x values are spread in the range and the swarm is split for performing different tasks.
In the second experiment the demands for the five tasks are 10%, 40%, 10%, 30%, 10% respectively. Figure 3 (right) represents the results.
All the runs reached the stable desired status for both experiments. The experiments were also repeated while the possible interactions between the agents of neighbouring tasks were limited to a fraction of the agents in each task instead of the whole agents and similar results were achieved (data not shown).
Investigation of adaptivity to changes in task-demands
In order to investigate adaptability of the swarm to changes in the task-demands, another experiment is performed starting with equal demands for every task. The task demands are then changed at time-steps 20000 and 40000. Figure 4 (left) represents the results for this experiment. As the figure demonstrates, the swarm immediately reacts to the changes in the demands. The reason is that the x values of the swarm are spread almost uniformly in the range (in the ideal situation they are spread uniformly). By changing the task-demand, the thresholds over the range of x are changed such that the range is split relative to the new settings. Therefore, proper fractions of agents are reassigned for different tasks while the x values do not need to change.
Investigation of adaptivity to changes in work-force
In the next experiment the adaptability of the swarm to the changes in the number of agents presented in each task is investigated. In order to do that, the experiment starts with a swarm of 30 agents. In time-step 15000, 20 agents including all the agents in task2 and taks3 are removed from the swarm. Later on in time-step 30000, 10 more agents are introduced in the swarm in the task1. Figure 4 (right) represents the behaviour of the swarm in response to these changes. As the figure demonstrates, the swarm reacts to these changes by switching the tasks of the proper number of agents. The mechanism behind this reaction is as follows: When a number of agents are removed from the system (or new agents are introduced), the uniformity of the distribution of x in the swarm is violated. The agents with x values close to the low-density (or high density) regions in the distribution react to this situation by shifting their x value towards the region (or in opposite direction). The process continues until the distribution becomes uniform again.
Investigation of specialization
In order to investigate specialization of the agents for the tasks in the swarm, the number of non-necessary task-switchings of every agent is evaluated during the run-time. The settings are the same as the first experiment: fixed equal demands for all the five tasks. Since all the agents start with task1 due to initial value for x, a certain number of switchings from a task to the next one is necessary for a certain number of agents. Moreover, any switching to a previous task (switch-back) is not desirable. Figure 5 represents the frequency of switch-backs during 50000 time-steps for all runs and agents for different values of step-size (δ).
Investigation of the effects of step-size
The step-size δ in Eq. 2 is a predefined parameter in the current implementation of the algorithm. Therefore, the sensitivity of the algorithm to this parameter is investigated by repeating the first experiment with different values for δ. Figure 6 represents a comparison for different values. The main figure demonstrates the median error of the task allocation (number of agents in wrong tasks) over time. The inline figure compares the time required for reaching a swarm-state stabilized in maximum of 5% error.
As it is represented in Figure 6 , for very small values of δ, error decreases slowly. It is more quick for middle values. For high values of δ, the error decreases quickly regarding the main figure, but regarding the inline figure the time to reach the stable status with maximum of 5% error is high. In addition, the sizes of quartiles are big indicating that in different runs different values are calculated for the time-toreach. The instability of the high values is also visible in Figure 5 that represents the frequency of switch-backs for different δ for all the runs during 50000 time-steps. In this figure, for δ = 0.01 there was not a single switch-back in all the runs. As δ increases, the frequency of switch-backs also increases. In short, if the step-size (δ) is too small, the system is less reactive, and convergence takes longer. But if the value is too big, the system gets instable and results differ from case to case.
Simulated robot experiment
In this experiment a simulated robot swarm running the proposed algorithm is investigated for its behaviour and adaptability to the changes in the workforce and task demands.
A square arena is set up with a light source located in one side (see Figure 7) . A swarm of robots is supposed to be split In time-step 15000, 20 agents including all the agents in second and third task and randomly chosen agents are removed from the system. In time-step 30000, 10 agents are added to the system in the first task.
Error
Step-sizes (δ):
Time Time-to-reach
Step-sizes (δ): up into three regions of the arena in order to cover the arena with different densities. Every robot has a luminance sensor perceiving the brightness of the light sensor. The three regions are located in different distances from the light source and the robots identify them based on their brightness. Each robot is able to rotate or move forward. When a robot decides to switch the task, it moves uphill or downhill the luminance gradient until it reaches the appropriate working region. Robots move randomly in their working region and do not leave it unless they decide to switch the task. A robot can interact with another robot which is located in its communication range by exchanging the x values. The arena is of size 32 × 32 and the communication-range is five times bigger than the robots diameter. Every robot i in the simulation performs the following:
• If the robot is in the region of its assigned task:
-Perform a random walk inside the task-region.
• Otherwise (the robot is out of its task-region): -turn towards the proper task-region based on the brightness gradient and step forward.
• regulate the state variables:
1. update x low and x high using Eq. 5. 2. if there is a robot j in the communication range: (a) update x low and x high using Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. (b) update x using Eq. 2. (c) update the assigned task using Eq. 6.
At the beginning of the experiments, the number of robots is 16 and the task-demands are 25%, 50%, and 25% respectively which means 4, 8, and 4 robots are desired for each task-region. At time-step 20000, all the 8 robots in task2 are removed from the arena but the proportional demands are fixed. At time-step 40000, the demands are changed to 25%, 25%, and 50% respectively. The experiment is repeated for 25 independent runs. Figure 8 represents the progression of the number of robots in each task over time. As it is demonstrated in the figure, the swarm reacts properly to the changes in the number of robots by switching a proper number of robots from task1 and task3 into taks2. The system also quickly responds to the changes in the task-demands by switching two robots from task2 to task3. Figure 9 represents the frequency of switch-backs during the first 10000 time-steps of all the runs. The figure represents that about 0.47% of the robots have not a single switchback during the whole evaluation-time and very few robots had more than 10 switch-backs representing specialization for the robots in the tasks they perform.
Conclusion
This paper introduces a novel decentralized, self-organized and self-regulated division of labour in artificial swarms inspired by temporal polyethism in honey bees. The algorithm is based on local communication while the communications need to be possible only between the agents that perform the same task or neighbouring tasks. The logic behind the algorithm is simple and it is easy to implement while the interesting properties are maintained for the swarm. Experiments investigating the behaviour of the swarm in response to changes in the swarm members or task-demands represents that the algorithm provides a high adaptivity for the swarm. In addition, it is demonstrated that the agents are specialized in the tasks and unnecessary switchings between the tasks are limited. The sensitivity of the system to a predefined parameter of the algorithm (step-size) is also investigated indicating that there is a trade-off between the speed of approaching the solution and stability of the swarm. In the future the algorithm will be extended for more complicated requirements and will be used in real-robot scenarios. Figure 8 : Medians of the number of robots in each task in 25 runs. The system starts with 16 robots while the demands for the three tasks are 25%, 50%, and 25% respectively. At time-step 20000, all the robots in the second task are removed from the arena. In time-step 35000, the demands change to 25%, 25%, and 50% respectively. Tasks are represented with t1, t2, t3. 
